0,1 , I θ suggests to take into consideration a gamble (an investment, an asset) g only if the ratio between the expected value of its losses and the expected value of its gains is lower than such θ. Moreover, I θ nests R AS as special case when θ = 1, and it satisfies both homogeneity and duality properties. In the light of these features, I θ seems to satisfy the common need among practitioners for flexible index of riskiness.
Introduction
Riskiness is a key issue in a broad number of situations, spanning from finance to insurance and economics. The first attempt to quantify risk is contained in [1] [2] and [3] . These authors introduced the mean-standard deviation approach as a method to reduce risk, while maintaining the expected return at a desired level. Their contributions initiated a very fruitful research which over the past sixty years developed in two main directions [4] : on one hand, by investigating the ways to quantify how much risky a situation is, as well as to establish whether or not a situation is riskier than another; on the other hand, by discussing the way to evaluate whether an agent is more risk adverse than another. With respect to the first issue, [5] [6] gave fundamental contributions on stochastic dominance, while the second problem was independently faced by [7] and [8] , who pionereed the theory of risk aversion. However, the very basic knot remains how to put such research streams into practice. Known attempts towards this route date back to earlier seventies, with their ups and downs: the use of deviation measures [9] to analyze risky assets is an example. Indeed, some of them (like the standard deviation) may be very inadequate for aiding the investor's decision making process. Consider, for instance, two risky assets (gambles) X 1 and X 2 : while X 1 equally assures either a gain of $600 or a loss of $500, X 2 gives the investor equal probability either to gain $700 or to lose $490. Clearly X 2 gives lower losses and higher gains than X 1 . Nevertheless, X 2 is the gamble with higher standard deviation: ( ) ( ) 1 2 550 568.16 X X σ σ = < = . The unsuitability of classical deviation measures has been the boost engine to promote the study of more sophisticated measure like Value at Risk -VaR- [10] [11] and Conditional Value at Risk -CVaR- [12] [13] . In particular, VaR proved to have superior qualities than variance/standard deviation; on the other hand, CVaR owns superior mathematical properties than VaR (it is a coherent risk measure), but it is sometimes more difficult to be implemented [14] .
A new path is now coming from the research vein started in 2008 by Aumann and Serrano [15] who developed a monotone 1 measure of riskiness that a decision maker can use to compare gambles. Suppose a gamble g to be a random variable with positive expected value and positive probability of negative values; [15] say that in presence of such a gamble g, an agent with utility function u accepts it at wealth w if:
Aiming to rank gambles and decide whether a gamble is more risky than another, they then developed the index of riskiness R AS which associates to every gamble g the value ( ) AS R g that is the unique positive solution of the equation:
The index R AS exhibits a number of very appealing features, such as monotonicity with respect to first order stochastic dominance, and positive homogeneity; moreover it makes possible to reach a complete ordering of all considered gambles. However, the most important feature of the R AS index mainly relates to the duality axiom, which essentially requires that if a gamble is accepted by an investor, less risk averse investors accept less risky gambles. In this light, this is an economically motivated axiom, and therefore rightly Aumann and Serrano claimed their R AS index to be an economic index of riskiness. With this background, the work of Aumann and Serrano may be straightforwardly considered a very inspiring contribution that has shown many lines towards which address future research efforts. A first element of innovation, for instance has been kept by [16] who introduced the measure of riskiness R FH : whereas R AS orders gambles (investments) looking at the utility function regardless of wealth, R FH examines the investments looking for the critical wealth regardless of utility. Extensions towards this direction include the contributions of [17] who show how to extend the definition of R FH to continuous random variables and to dynamic environments; [18] extends the definition of acceptance dominance order to risky assets whose values follow random processes, and using differential calculus shows that the acceptance dominance order is a complete order that can be represented by an index of local risk. On the other hand, [19] working on the original R AS concept, studied an extension of the stochastic dominance order, which is equivalent to the one introduced by the index of Aumann and Serrano. Moreover, [20] suggested an alternative axiomatic characterization for the R AS index. More recently [21] discussed a class of measures, which nests R AS as a special case, and allows riskiness to be examined relative to benchmark levels of (net) return other than zero: it is also provided empirical evidence that the ordering of two financial assets in terms of their relative riskiness may vary even with only small changes in the benchmark level of return. Another interesting contribution is that of [22] who developed a risk normalization procedure for Aumann-Serrano riskiness that has the two-fold aim to turn contradictory rankings into coherent ones, and to combine the effects of correlation and outliers into the analysis. On this basis, they deduce functional connections among performance measures, deriving a new indicator which expresses performance as the addition of three effects due to Sharpe Ratio [23] [24], correlation and outliers. Finally, [25] highlighted that both R AS and R FH were created with a risky world in mind, but not an uncertain one; starting from this point, decision under uncertainty is modeled and a complete and objective rankings of sets of gambles is obtained, which extends the previous riskiness measures.
Moving to practical applications, [26] proved that the implicit equations used to solve for the indexes can be naturally interpreted as moment conditions for the Generalized Method of Moments (GMM) estimation [27] . In addition, [28] provide both theoretical and empirical investigations to address the connection between portfolio and ordering theory, with the focus on the properties of risk measures, variability measures, and tracking-error measures. Operative interpretations of R AS were also provided independently one to each other in [29] and (a bit later) in [30] , who found out that R AS is the reciprocal of the adjusting coefficient that is used in the insurance risk literature as a proxy to monitor the risk of going bankruptcy. Moreover, [31] observed that although the R AS index was proposed for gambles in terms of absolute outcomes, it can be applied to excess returns, since the lat-ter can be regarded as the outcome of a zero investment strategy that consists in borrowing $1 and investing it in a risky asset for a given time span. Furthermore, [31] [32] discussed the use of R AS on different bunches of mutual and hedge funds, comparing the results to those obtained with more standard risk measures. Finally [33] and [34] applied R AS to the lower tail of investment returns thus developing a new measure of pertinent risk for risk-averse investors.
Our paper contributes to the related literature by proposing an index of riskiness in the route of that of Aumann and Serrano: we consider gambles 0 g ∈G that have positive expectation and can take some negative value, because this is the interesting case: indeed a random variable  with [ ] 0 E ≤  is rejected by every risk-averse decision maker; at the same time, a non-trivial random variable 0 k ≥ is accepted by every decision maker. Our intuition moves from the observation that the R AS index is defined over the set of gambles 0 g ∈G with positive expectation: this is equivalent to say that R AS ranks the gambles whose expected value of losses
is lower than the one of gains [ ] E g + . We also recall that [35] link the availability of attractive investment opportunities to the Gain/Loss ratio: for example a Gain/Loss ratio of two means that the investor receives twice as much gain as would be necessary to increase his holdings in the asset; likewise, he risks only half the loss that he would be willing to accept to increase his holdings. We then assume that the investor is in- 
it is possible to build an index of riskiness I θ over the set θ A and 1
AS
I R = ; moreover the index I θ satisfies homogeneity and duality properties. Our duality result is similar to the result of [15] : in our treatment, however, our index is not an objective index of riskiness, because it depends on the value θ whose choice is subjective. Nevertheless, the main advantage of our results is that for every θ we are able to shrink the set of available investments from 0 G to θ A : for every θ, I θ induces in θ A a total ordering of the gambles; varying θ, the indexes could not be ordinally equivalent. In a nutshell, the evaluation of investments in our case comes as the output of a two-step procedure. In the first step, once fixed θ * , we shrink the set of available investments, by selecting the gambles whose losses/gains profile maintains lower than the critical value θ * . In the second step, we hence rank the remaining assets, sorting them by the ascending value of I θ * . Thereafter, what remains of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces and describes the basic features of the Aumann and Serrano model. Sections 3 presents some preliminary concepts useful from a mathematical viewpoint to introduce our index of riskiness. This latter is derived in Section 4. Section 5 concludes.
The Aumann-Serrano (AS) Model: A Brief Review
Following [15] , any investor takes his decision depending on two basic factors: 1) how risky the gamble is, and 2) how averse the individual is to risk. From a formal point of view, the first factor depends only on the probabilistic features of the gamble, while the second one is related to the investor's utility function.
Consider a probability space ( )
, where P is a probability measure on M (the field of measurable subsets of Ω); assume a gamble g to be a random variable defined on Ω, bounded from below 2 , and with positive expected value and positive probability of negative values [15] , i.e.:
Denote by 0 G the set of all such gambles: for every gamble 0 g ∈G , the realizations of g will be interpreted as dollar amounts the investor can either gain (if positive) or lose (when negative).
Moreover, an investor is characterized by a utility function in the Von Neumann-Morgenstern sense [36] , that is : u →   is strictly increasing, twice continuously differentiable, and concave. Denote by U the set of all these functions. For u ∈U , we let:
, x ∈  , to indicate the coefficient of absolute risk aversion of u in x (see: [7] and [8] ). We denote by c U the subset of U consisting of utility functions u γ , 0 γ > , with constant coefficient of absolute risk aversion. Such an agent is said a CARA 3 agent, and up to an additive and positive multiplicative constant, his utility function is:
( ) e An agent with utility function u accepts the gamble g at wealth w if:
In order to compare gambles and decide whether a gamble is more risky than another, define an index Q to be a mapping that assigns a positive real number to each gamble g: [15] proposed two axioms that an index should satisfy. The first is duality: given two gambles g and h and two agents characterized by the utility functions u and v, respectively, such that u is uniformly no less risk averse than v (i.e.: min max It is possible to demonstrate [15] that there is an index R AS that satisfies both duality and homogeneity; in particular, for every gamble g,
( )
AS R g is the unique positive solution of the equation:
Thus a CARA agent u γ , with ( )
accepts g at all wealth levels. Roughly, former properties characterize R AS in an axiomatic way. The duality axiom gives a mathematical interpretation of the following fact: provided two agents, one uniformly no less risk averse than the other, this latter will take a fortiori a position less riskier (according to the newly introduced index) than that one the former agent will consider. In addition, the homogeneity axiom embodies the cardinal nature of riskiness, making possible to quantify it. More precisely, it makes sense to say that if g is a gamble, then 2g is not only riskier than g but it as twice as risky as g.
To conclude, R AS suggests by way of the duality and homogeneity axioms an order for gambles, but from an operational point of view, one might be tempted to ask more, for instance by requiring stronger conditions to either accepting or rejecting a risky asset. Keeping this in mind, in next sections we work on the hypotheses (1) and (2), hence modifying the original model of Aumann and Serrano.
Generalizing the R AS Index: Preliminary Settings
Using the notational conventions we already introduced in Section 2, we now consider the following definition. 
where: , for every r ∈ Ω . By construction, in (4) we examine the ratio between the decrement in the expected utility due to all possible outcomes of g − (losses) and the increment in the expected utility due to all possible outcomes of g + (gains). Note that the Aumann-Serrano's definition given by (2) is equivalent to say that the agent with utility function u accepts g at the wealth w if ( )
In order to discuss some mathematical features of R, we preliminary recall that g first order stochastically dominates on h if and only if:
, ,
where F g , F h are the cumulative distribution functions of g and h, respectively. We now introduce a theorem establishing for every utility function u and every wealth w how the measure ( ) 
≠ , we get:
and: 
Proof. We have: 
Let: 
As u 1 is a [strictly] concave and increasing transformation of u 2 , we have: 
with: x w w y w + < < + , and hence (11) is verified, and we can conclude. Note that for all u ∈U and for every 0 w > , with (14) it follows that g f is strictly increasing. Moreover:
In a similar fashion:
Acceptance and the Index of Riskiness
We are now ready to introduce our index of riskiness I θ . We start with the following. 
, in the case of g, while in the case of h: : from (16) we have that the investor's acceptance of g at θ depends on g, and not on his wealth. Moreover, we observe that from Theorem 3 it follows that the equation:
has a unique solution iff:
Now, we define the set:
and for all g θ ∈ A we denote by
the unique solution of (19) . As the function g f is strictly increasing, it turns out that a CARA agent u γ accepts g 
Moreover, by (13) , given two gambles g, h it is:
Finally, since g f is a strictly increasing function, we conclude that:
( ) ( )
However, the most important property of the index I θ is summarised in the following theorem. 
then:
Proof. By hypothesis and by Theorem 2 we have: Theorem 5 posits a duality statement. In fact, it says that given two gambles g and h and two agents such that the first one is uniformly no less risk averse than the other, if the first agent with wealth w accepts g at the threshold θ, and 
Conclusions
In this paper we presented a new index of riskiness that we obtained using the index of Aumann and Serrano (2008) as starting point, and having in mind the Gain/Loss ratio of [35] as well.
In particular, our intuition moved from the observation that the R AS index is defined over the set of gambles whose expected value of losses is lower than the one of gains. In practical applications, however, the investor could be more demanding, restricting the attention on investment opportunities in a proper relation with a benchmark value θ: we assumed that ( ] 0,1 θ ∈ can be used to evaluate the attractiveness of the investments, represented by way of their expected value of losses and of gains. In this way the investor can take under consideration only those gambles (the subset θ A ), such that the ratio between the expected value of losses and the expected value of gains maintains lower than the threshold value θ. We then built the index I θ that lets the investor to either accept or discard an investment in the subset θ A . I θ satisfies homogeneity and duality properties, and nests R AS as a special case for 1 θ = . I θ seems to be a flexible index of riskiness, and as such, it could be useful for practitioners to skim invest-ment opportunities, provided that those are evaluated according to the balancing between the expected losses and gains. By definition, in fact, I θ labels as attractive any investment whose level of expected losses maintains lower than the expected level of gains multiplied by θ, as to say: the gamble g is a (potentially) good investment if the level of expected losses maintains lower than θ times the level of expected gains.
Nevertheless, some issues need to be addressed. In particular, the risk framework we discussed in this paper still stays on the theoretical stage. Future research efforts will move basically towards two directions, by deriving efficient computational algorithms to calculate it, and by discussing some simulations studies, in order to compare I θ to the existing measures of riskiness.
